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1. TRADITIONAL LEGISLATION
IS UNDER STRAIN
2
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ISSUES
̶ Pacing problem
̶ Knowledge problem
̶ Instrument failure
̶ Enforcement
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“THE TWILIGHT OF THE TRADITIONAL 
REGULATORY SYSTEM”
̶ EU: Better Regulation Agenda = 
self-regulation and co-regulation (SRCR)
̶ Explicit integration in hard law
̶ Updated AVMSD; GDPR articles 40-43
5
ALTERNATIVE REGULATORY INSTRUMENTS
̶ Nuance the regulatory role of government institutions…
̶ … by involving private actors…
̶ … in the process of drafting and implementing rules
̶ Weaken hard law’s dimensions of 
obligation, precision, and delegation
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THE REGULATORY CONTINUUM
7
Tech companies
8
Materially
Complex, constantly 
evolving sector
Territorially
Operations on a global 
scale / services offered in 
different jurisdictions
2. COMPLEX, FAST-EVOLVING INDUSTRIES 
AND ARIS: A NATURAL FIT
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MAIN ADVANTAGES
̶ Private expertise
̶ Decentralised regulatory authority:
fast adoption and revision
-> Ex ante: nimble anticipatory action
-> Ex post: effective enforcement
̶ Multi-stakeholder process: 
-> Higher quality
-> Public accountability
-> Higher compliance rates 
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DRAWBACKS
̶ The paradox of hard law
̶ Legitimacy deficit?
̶ ‘Specialist’ problem
But… advantages outweigh drawbacks
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3. ARIS AND GLOBALLY OPERATING ACTORS:
THE QUESTION OF JURISDICTION
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“… the political boundaries of nation states are too 
narrow and constrictive to provide adequate scope for 
modern, large-scale economic activities”
- GEORGE W. BALL, GLOBAL COMPANIES: THE POLITICAL
ECONOMY OF WORLD BUSINESS, 1975!
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THE JURISDICTIONAL CHALLENGE
̶ Modern policy issues = cross-national dimensions 
̶ Transcend regulatory grasp 
‒ National authorities: territorial limitations 
(state sovereignty!)
‒ International authorities: lack of international 
consensus (state sovereignty!)
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ARIS AS A SOLUTION
̶ Vague, non-binding norms
̶ Private actors, not nation states, as subjects
= do not threaten state sovereignty and equality
-> ARIs can construct a transnational, normative regime
(Helen Keller, Corporate Codes of Conduct and their Implementation: The 
Question of Legitimacy, in LEGITIMACY IN INTERNATIONAL LAW, 3 (2008))
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NATURAL GRAVITATION TOWARDS
CODES OF CONDUCT
̶ What are codes of conduct?
‒ Regulate the activities of non-state actors…
‒ … enhance their accountability in the international marketplace…
‒ … by defining voluntary standards and principles
̶ Examples:
‒ OESO Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (1976)
‒ NICE Code of Conduct and Manual for the Fashion and Textile Industry 
(2012)
‒ EU Data Protection Code of Conduct for Cloud Service Providers (2017)
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NEW TREND IN EU: 
‘HARD’ APPROACH TO CODES
̶ EU determines design and implementation
̶ ‘Hardening’ of the three dimensions of law
‒ Obligation
‒ Precision
‒ Delegation
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OBLIGATION: FROM VOLUNTARY TO DE 
FACTO OBLIGATORY
̶ Past: codes as voluntary ruleset
̶ Now: codes as liability reduction mechanisms
‒ Article 83, 2 (j) GDPR
‒ Directive on Better Enforcement and Modernization of EU 
Consumer Protection
Direct link to punitive hard law: de facto obligatory
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PRECISION: FROM OPEN NORMS TO PRECISE 
STIPULATIONS
̶ Past: codes as ‘open’ norms
̶ Now: broad policy, codes to specify
‒ Tackling Online Disinformation: A European Approach 
(COM/2018/236 FINAL) 7–8 
‒ Recital 98; article 40, 2 GDPR
No longer vague; diminish corporate discretion
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DELEGATION: FROM NON-JUDICIAL 
MECHANISMS TO BINDING PROCEDURES
̶ Past: non-judicial monitoring mechanisms 
̶ Now: pre-approval and monitoring bodies
‒ Article 40, 5-9; article 41, 2 GDPR
Diminishes decentralised character; becomes more 
cumbersome to adopt and revise
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THE HARDENING OF SOFT LAW:
FROM OPT-IN TO OBLIGATION?
- Hardening of the three dimensions of law
- Obligation: from voluntary to de facto obligatory
- Precision: from open norms to precise stipulations
- Delegation: from non-judicial mechanisms to binding 
procedures
- No longer voluntary; no longer discretionary
= friction with state sovereignty
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Tech companies & ARIs
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Materially
Complex, constantly 
evolving industry
A natural fit
Territorially
Operations on a global 
scale / services offered in 
different jurisdictions
Problematic trend
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